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CryptoCurrency has the capability to radically improve all human activity and processes.
Currently it is not living up to it’s potential due to bad actors, slow technological uptake and
penetration, and traditional market forces and manipulation by speculators and other vested interests
who wish to slow progress for their own economic interests.
One of the key aspects of slow adoption is difficulty of use, lack of understanding, and a lack of
infrastructure surrounding usage by the general public.
We are proposing an online investment platform so easy to use that even children can use it. A
fundamentally basic online portal that any user can use immediately without study or in depth
explanation by a third party.
We are proposing a very limited initial supply wherein individuals are limited to purchasing only a
small amount of coin PER DAY. In this way we can truly decentralize investment in our coin and
platform and avoid most of the market manipulation, pump & dump scams, and other bad actors in the
form of whale investors (either private or commercial) misbehaving and damaging our platform and
coin’s value.
We are proposing a completely transparent and open platform that shows our private interests in the
platform, current market cap value, total number of users, logins, and coins on the platform to anyone
who visits the site without even having to log in.
We are proposing a disruptive p2p marketplace for all goods and services, including distributed digital
manufacturing and manual assembly that will hopefully end slave labor and corporate domination of
the free market rapidly, while also eliminating trade deficits, tariffs, government control, taxation, and
all centralized manufacturing and design.
We are proposing a decentralized system for online investment completely free of government
oversight, regulation, taxation, or even data collection.
Our Coin will be a MasterNode coin with extremely limited supply, and very small rewards for wallet
staking.
Our public coin auction will be selling tiny fracions of coin daily, with the price of each coin directly
dictated by market demand. If 1,000 users buy in $1 on day 1 when we are only selling 1,000
“kitoshis” of coin, the price of the kitoshi will be $1. If 500 users buy in $1 on day 2 when we are
selling 1,000 kitoshis, the price of each kitoshi will be $0.50. No coins will be traded on the open
market until our platform liquid pool is sold. Founder kitoshis will be not be sold. They will only be
given to developers actively working and contributing to the codebase and coin infrastructure. In this
way, we will have strict guidance of coin price based on market demand, and also avoid any whale
manipulation, even by developers. Our end users will only be able to invest a maximum of $1 per day,
per user. In this way we ensure no whales will be able to buy the market and ruin the valuation of the
coin for at least the first 10 years.
Our coin will have exceptionally low fees, and will be the platform upon which end users can buy and
sell all goods and services, including open source 3d designs, 3d prints, and assembly of 3d printed

parts into larger finished products. Open source designs will be monetarily incentivized as well, based
on how often they are used and accessed by the community as recorded in our blockchain. This is the
mechanism wherein our coin will have transactional volume in the marketplace. All transactions will
be completely anonymous and private and done directly p2p with the official wallet.
By creating a marketplace of distributed locally manufactured goods and services, we hope to supplant
the traditional corporate model of mass production and slave factories in the 3rd world with
sustainable, long-term “maker” financing directly from consumers and purchasers of the products
available in the blockchain based marketplace.
By ensuring our coin is completely private, we will protect both our end users, the makers, and the
consumers of 3d printed and hand-assembled products from government taxation, coercion, or data
collection of any kind.
By ensuring our coin exists solely on a distributed onion-routed darknet blockchain, we will protect our
entire digital infrastructure from any attempts at hacking, manipulation, or data collection by any 3rd
party.
We will offer end user wallets on all major platforms, and incentivize open source platforms and
technologies at every point financially by lowered fees and greater staking rewards.
Our governance and decision-making capabilities will also be distributed to end users and their voting
will be weighted by the amount of coin they hold in their personal wallets. Every wallet will also be
part of a distributed p2p super computer that both stores the blockchain, and also runs the masternode
and transaction bandwidth. We aim for extremely low power and environmental sustainability.
We will also have a system in place for recovery of failed transactions, such as sending coins to a
wallet address that does not exist, thereby sustaining our expected number of coins in the marketplace.
After the 10 year period, all coins will have been assigned up to our hard cap, at which point new coin
will only be earned as transaction fees on the network, or as the market dictates for goods and services.
And yes, by then our developers will be far more wealthy than any person currently alive on the planet,
and our earliest and most consistent investors will probably have wealth surpassing that of Warren
Buffet, Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk, or Bill Gates currently as of Dec 2019.

